International Mayors’ Conference N-O-W in Athens

Listen - Ask - Learn - Answer
Concerned mayors - People on the run - Experts - NGOs

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
(in alphabetical order)

AGAPAKIS NIKOS, Piraeus Open School for Immigrants (Greece)
ALEXOPOULOS SOTIRIS, Refugees Welcome to Piraeus (Greece)
ALI MOHAMMED, Refugee (Syria)
AMMATUNA LUIGI, Mayor Pozzallo (Italy)
ANASTASIADIS GEORGIS, Assistant to the President, Municipality of Idomeni (Greece)
ANGELAKI ANTIGONI, Head of Operations and Programmes METAdrasi (Greece)
ANGELOPOULOS MICHALIS, Mayor Samos (Greece)
ATTAYA SEDIQ, Refugee (Afghanistan)
AXEL JOHN, Refugee (Afghanistan)
BENJAMIN ROSALYN, Program officer Stavros Niarchos Foundation (Greece)
BUONO MARCO, Head of Field Office UNHCR Thessaloniki (Greece)
CHALUPKA MICHAEL, Director Diakonie Austria (Austria)
CHILAS NIKOS, Author (Greece)
DURDA MELISSA, Director The Synergos Institute (USA)
GASSAUER GEORG, Former COO at Train of Hope, Princeton University’s Liechtenstein (Austria)
GÜLCÜ CAN, Board member SOS Mitmensch, Karl-Franzens-University Graz (Austria)
GÜNGÖR KENAN, International expert for integration and diversiy (Austria)
HELLER ANDRÉ, Media Artist, Partner Act.Now (Austria)
IKIĆ-BÖHM ANDREA, Ambassador Austrian Embassy Athens (Greece)
KAHANE PATRICIA, President Kahane Foundation, Partner Act.Now (Austria)
KARALIS DIMITRIOS, Deputy Mayor of Chios (Greece)
KNAUS GERALD, Founding Chairman ESI (European Stability Initiative) (Austria)
KOPPA MARIA ELENA, former MEP (Greece)
KORUN ALEV, Austrian MP (Austria)
KOTH MARKUS, Coordinator Refugee Aid Diakonie (Austria)
L. VAN EEGHEN HENRI, Senior Director Mercy Corps (USA)
LECLERC PHILLIPPE, Director UNHCR Greece (Greece)
MANSSOUR HASSAN, Refugee (Syria)
MATIATOU KATERINA, Head of Programs Desmos (Greece)
MISIK ROBERT, Author, Journalist (Austria)
PAPADIMITRIOU ANTHONY, Advisor to the Mayor of Samos (Greece)
PAPAGIANNAKIS LEFTERIS, Debuty Mayor Athens (Greece)
PAPPA LAURA, Founder and President METAdrasi (Greece)
PIRI KATALIN, MEP (Netherlands)
SHINDE SONAL, Migration Response Director Mercy Corps (USA)
SOUPLI XANTHOULA, President Municipality of Idomeni (Greece)
SWOBODA HANNES, former MEP, Board Member Bruno Kreisky Forum f. International Dialogue (Austria)
TOSUN MUSTAFA, Mayor Dikili (Turkey)
TSARTSANIS VASILIS, Project-Coordinator Idomeni (Greece)
TURAN GÖNENÇ, Assistant Mayor Dikili (Turkey)
VEIZIS APOSTOLOS, Director of Medical Operational Support Unit Athens (SOMA), MSF Greece (Greece)
WEIDENHOLZER JOSEF, MEP (Austria)
ZABALGOGEAZKOA AITOR, Representative Doctors Without Borders Turkey (Turkey)
ZEVI MATTEO, Officer Stichting Bootvluchteling - Boat Refugee Foundation (Italy)
ZOEHRER KONSTANTINA, Researcher & Analyst (Greece)
ZUCKERMANN ELKE, entrepreneur, Partner Act.Now (Austria)